MESSAGE FROM DIRECTORATE OF INDIAN ARMY VETERANS (DIAV)

While the Nation is going through the severe impact of second wave of COVID pandemic, there is a lot of anxiety amongst the large veterans community. Directorate of Indian Army Veterans, AG's Branch in cooperation with ECHS and HQs of Area and Sub Area HQs have integrated the efforts of all support to the veterans and their dependents. The veterans affected by COVID are being guided and assisted in getting medical advice and admission in various Hospitals round the clock. The Base Hospital at Delhi and Service Hospitals at all military stations are working tirelessly to accommodate maximum veterans and are continuously ramping up the capacity to ensure that waitlisted patients can get beds at the earliest. While all efforts are being made to attend to the needs of COVID affected Veterans, it is sincerely urged not to panic and maintain a positive mindset to deal with the pandemic and stay at home. Kindly follow all safety precautions and COVID protocols. Veterans' well being is our utmost concern and priority. Please call the Col Veterans, OIC Polyclinics and OIC Regional Centre, ECHS for any assistance. The contact information of all COVID HELPLINES of IA is available on www.indianarmyveterans.gov.in

Link: https://www.indianarmyveterans.gov.in/index1.php?lang=1&level=0&linkid=91&lid=1297